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INFRASTRUCTURE - AN OVERVIEW

Indian Economy - Scorching Growth
India's economic performance, particularly over
the past three years, has been robust on several
counts. Economic growth has accelerated and
is now averaging over 8 per cent per annum.
A fascinating growth story is unfolding.

Huge Infrastructure Investments
on the Anvil…
In order to sustain this rate of economic growth,
India’s Planning Commission has estimated that
investment in infrastructure - defined broadly to
include road, rail, air and water transport, electric
power, telecommunications, water supply and
irrigation - would need to increase from 4.6 per cent
of GDP to between 7-8 per cent during the Eleventh
Plan period (2007-2012), which would entail an outlay
of almost US$ 320 billion over the Plan period.
Investment requirements in some key sectors are:
• US$ 50.8 billion for modernisation
and upgradation of highways
• US$ 9.25 billion for civil aviation
• US$ 11.5 billion for ports
• US$ 69.39 billion for railways

Infrastructure Growth to Surge
on the Back of Government Initiatives
Driven by government initiatives, investments
in India’s infrastructure development are surging.
Political parties, across ideologies, have realised
the criticality of infrastructure in sustaining economic
growth.The Government recognises the need
to improve infrastructure and has stepped up
investments in this direction. Despite rising deficits,
the Government has been trying to push
infrastructure development in the country.
Some key steps include:
Deregulation/ Policy Streamlining - The
Government has announced commitments to build
large infrastructure projects through significant public
expenditure and with the help of private partners including, for the first time, foreign investors.
Currently, few limits exist on foreign direct
investment in infrastructure.The Government has
also begun the process of privatising significant
government-owned infrastructure assets.

There are several indicators in the economy today
which point to the huge investments being made
by both the Government and the private sector
in infrastructure development.

Other initiatives in this direction include deregulation
of highways, establishing a national highway toll
system (including provisions for toll increases),
establishing a fair and transparent process for
the award of projects in most sectors and putting
a sound contractual system in place to protect
investor interests (providing model concession
agreements for investment in some sectors).

• India's construction equipment sector is growing
at over 30 per cent annually
• The order books of the 10 largest construction
companies in India have swelled by over 50 per
cent year-on-year
• Annual cement consumption has breached the
150-million tonne mark for the first time.

Viability Gap Funding - There are some areas
in infrastructure where the externalities caused by
projects cannot be captured by project revenues
alone. For infrastructure projects that are marginally
viable or unviable, the Government has created
a Viability Gap Funding arrangement through
a window in the Finance Ministry with a time-bound
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decision-making process. Several proposals for
Viability Gap Funding have already been received.
India Infrastructure Finance Company - The
Government has also set up the India Infrastructure
Finance Company to provide long-term debt.The firm
has the mandate to back projects by providing
guarantees totalling over US$ 2 billion annually.
Committee on Infrastructure - The Government
is paying focused attention to infrastructure through
a Committee on Infrastructure headed by the Prime
Minister, which meets regularly to discuss and finalise
policy initiatives. It has developed a sound framework
for PPPs in infrastructure sectors including roads,
railroads, ports and airports with sector-wise
programmes and financing plans.
Bharat Nirman Programme for Rural
Infrastructure - The ambitious Bharat Nirman
programme, in place from 2005-06, is running under
six components under the ministries of rural

development, power, water resources and
telecommunications.The objective is to provide basic
amenities to rural India by 2009.The Programme
will require investment of US$ 40.5 billion. Of this,
US$ 11 billion will be utilised for rural roads.
National Urban Renewal Mission - The Mission
will require another US$ 23.5 billion for urban
reforms programmes and upliftment of urban poor.

Public Private Partnerships:
Key to Infrastructure Growth
Infrastructure development will witness huge
investments over the next 5-6 years. Investments
in roads and highways, ports, airports and railways
are cumulatively expected to touch US$ 150 billion.
The huge investments envisaged in infrastructure
development will be mobilised through a combination
of public and private investment.While the public
sector may be the major contributor, the balance
would need to come either from the private sector
and/or through public-private partnerships (PPP).
The Government has identified public-private
partnership (PPP) as the cornerstone of its policy
on infrastructure development.
The PPP approach is best suited for the infrastructure
sector as it supplements scarce public resources,
creates a more competitive environment and helps
to improve efficiencies and reduce costs. India’s
experience shows that competition and PPPs can help
in improving infrastructure.The opening of the
telecom sector is a case in point. Opening up the
sector has led to massive investments and expansion
in supply coupled with improvement in quality.

Foreign Investments - an Imperative
With a target growth rate of over 9 per cent, India
needs massive amounts of capital to finance, build
and maintain the infrastructure to support one of
the world’s fastest-growing economies.
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Current infrastructure spending is short of what
is required to maintain the current growth rate.
Finance minister P Chidambaram has stated that
the gap in infrastructure could cost the country
1.5 to 2 per cent in GDP growth every year.
India’s continued need for private capital to help
finance its growing infrastructure needs is opening up
more opportunities for foreign investment. Foreign
investment in India’s infrastructure sector has been
increasing, helped by government initiatives to attract
investment.
In most infrastructure sectors, government approval
is not required for FDI of up to 100 per cent.
The Government does not provide foreign investors
with protection against foreign exchange swings,
but investors are generally allowed to repatriate
up to 100 per cent of their profits from investments
in India.The Government has been particularly
successful in attracting foreign investment into
India’s ports and highways.

In the railroad sector, a traditional government
monopoly, the Government has started a programme
to attract foreign investment, and in the past year
it has awarded licences to a few foreign companies
for handling long-haul container traffic. It is also
planning to invite foreign investment in building rail
coach and rail engine factories in India.
Foreign investors in India’s infrastructure market are
mainly private equity funds and other investors from
the US and European Union, while developers and
contractors are mainly from Asia, Australia and EU.
Foreign investors are keenest to invest in highways
and ports.With the Government’s plans for the railroad sector taking shape, opportunities may open up
in this sector as well over the next year or so.
Foreign investors in India’s infrastructure sector
typically invest through partnerships with local
developers and investors.These partnerships, in turn,
enter into public private partnerships (PPPs) with
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government agencies to finance, build and operate
infrastructure projects.
Additionally, a large number of private equity
investors are investing in infrastructure portfolio
companies that own existing operational
infrastructure assets as well as under-construction
infrastructure assets.
Foreign Investments - increasing at a fast clip
Ports, railways, airports and roads across India
offer significant opportunities for foreign investment.
Recent examples of foreign investment include:
• A plan to create a new offshore trading centre
close to Mumbai, India’s leading commercial centre,
has attracted US$ 367 million from Sea King
Infrastructure.
• Turning 14,000 kilometres of narrow national
highway into four lane motorways will cost an
estimated US$ 13 billion.The road programme has
attracted many Malaysian companies such as
IJM and Road Builders Malaysia.

• US infrastructure consultancy Parsons
Beinckerhoff is creating a US$ 140 million
Indian bridge-building facility.
• Barclays Bank acquired a 4.70 per cent equity
holding in Infrastructure Development Finance
Company (IDFC).The total amount invested was
approximately US$ 88 million.
• Deutsche Bank has infused US$ 260 million into
its Indian operations to tap growing opportunities
in infrastructure financing and retail lending.
The fresh tranche more than doubles the capital
invested by the parent bank in its Indian arm
to US$ 560 million. India is a global priority market
for Deutsche Bank and this significant increase in
capital is a clear indicator of the bank’s strong
growth trajectory in India.
• The Central Government is raising funds from
multilateral agencies such as the World Bank and
ADB on a large scale to promote various projects
in India. Other funding agencies like the Japanese
Bank of International Co-operation (JBIC) have
funded the Delhi Metro. Even state governments
are raising money from these agencies to fund
rural road and sanitation projects.
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cent) and UTI Thematic Infrastructure Fund (65.91
per cent) are some of the sectoral funds that have
outperformed the Sensex growth over the past year.
Recent launches of infrastructure funds include India's
largest mutual fund UTI Asset Management
Company’s US$ 200 -300 million offshore
infrastructure fund.The launch of its second offshore
infrastructure fund comes close on the heels of its
first offshore infrastructure fund which yielded
a 35 per cent CAGR (compounded annual growth
rate) in dollar terms since its inception in late 1999.
The Government is trying to raise money through
alternative sources to fund infrastructure
development. One of these is a cess on petrol and
diesel - being used to fund road projects such as
the Golden Quadrilateral and the North South East West Corridor. It is also contemplating levying
a tonnage tax on ships (to fund development of
ports), and special taxes on air travel (for airports).

Innovative Financing Structures
Making Access to Capital Easier
Debt financing is readily available from a number of
providers, typically at a debt-to-equity ratio of 70:30,
which goes up to 80:20 in certain cases. Depending
on the risk, most infrastructure projects deliver
equity internal rates of return of around 14 per cent
to 20 per cent per annum.
The emergence in India of more sophisticated
financial vehicles such as mezzanine debt and
derivatives for investing in infrastructure has given
investors more flexibility in structuring the financing
of infrastructure projects and leveraging their
investments.
Riding high on the ongoing construction and real
estate boom in the country, infrastructure funds have
clocked high returns and have outperformed the
stock markets.Tata Infrastructure Fund (66.91 per
cent), Prudential ICICI Infrastructure Fund (66.60 per
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AVIATION INFRASTRUCTURE

Aviation in India:
Reaching New Heights
Civil aviation is perhaps the fastest growing segment
of India’s transport infrastructure and is assuming
an increasingly important role in improving nationwide
connectivity.
With passenger growth at over 20 per cent - among
the highest in the world - airlines are bulking up on
capacity. By 2010, India's fleet strength will stand at
over 500-550.

• New Terminal Buildings constructed at 7 airports:
Agartala, Lilabari, Gaya, Bhuj, Pathankot, Ahmedabad
and Amritsar
• Two New Runways constructed at Mangalore
and Visakhapatnam
• Strengthening and extension of runways
at 14 airports
• Construction of Taxiways and Parking Stands
at 26 airports
Expenditure on Airport Infrastructure by AAI
in the Tenth Plan Period (2002-07)
350

India’s current aviation infrastructure is inadequate and
needs to be augmented significantly, given the growth
projections for both passenger and cargo traffic.

300
250
200
150

Currently there are 454 airports / airstrips* in India
Airports owned by Defence Department
Airport owned by Airports Authority of India (AAI)
Airports owned by State Governments
Privately Owned Airports

100

138
97
158
61

*Including operational, non-operational, abandoned and disused airports

The Airports Authority of India (AAI) manages 127
airports (86 operational airports, including 28 civil
enclaves and 41 non-operational airports):
• 13 International airports (excluding Delhi and
Mumbai and including three civil enclaves)
• 7 Customs airports
• 28 Civil enclaves
• 80 Domestic airports
• 2 Joint Venture airports (Delhi & Mumbai)
The Tenth Five Year Plan period (2002-07) outlay of
US$ 1256.74 million revised to US$ 836.28 million
in the Mid Term Appraisal (MTA), was envisaged for
upgradation of airport infrastructure, modernisation
of communication, navigation and surveillance
facilities.The major development and upgradation
works completed were:

50
0
‘02-03

‘03-04

‘04-05

‘05-06

‘06-07

Expenditure in US$ million

Drivers of Growth
in Aviation Infrastructure
Upsurge in Air Traffic
The Indian civil aviation sector is witnessing
extraordinary growth.The growth in domestic travel
is correlated to India’s rapid economic growth.The
increasing disposable income of the middle class
coupled with the attractive ticket prices offered by
the low-cost airlines is propelling passenger traffic.
In 2005-06, passenger traffic rose by about 24 per
cent and is expected to grow by over 25 per cent
year-on-year over the next five years. Cargo traffic
increased by close to 10 per cent in the same period.
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Passenger Traffic Growth
Year

International
Domestic
No. in %
No. in %
million change million change

Total
No. in
%
million change

2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07 E

16.64
19.42
22.36
25.52

48.78
59.28
73.34
95.33

12.20
16.70
15.10
14.40

32.14
39.86
50.98
69.81

11.20
24.00
27.90
36.80

11.60
21.50
23.70
30.00

Cargo Traffic Growth
Year

2003-04
2004-05
2005-06
2006-07 E

International
Domestic
In ’000 %
In ’000 %
tonnes change tonnes change

Total
In ’000
tonnes

693.20 7.30
823.60 18.80
920.15 11.70
1013.12 12.00

1068.60
9.10
1280.30 19.80
1403.94
9.70
1544.20 11.10

375.40
456.70
483.79
531.08

12.70
21.60
5.90
9.10

%
change

arriving, adding further strain to the country’s slowly
improving airport infrastructure.
India’s Current and on-Order Fleet (Sep 2006)
Aircraft
In
service
Category
B747 and larger
15
Twin-aisle
31
Single-aisle
174
Less than 100 seats 49
Total
269

%
of total

On
order

%
of total

5.6%
11.5%
64.7%
18.2

5
90
317
75

1.0%
18.5%
65.1%
15.4%

100%

487

100%

Source: Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation

Air India would be purchasing a total of 68 aircraft
from Boeing, while Indian would acquire 43 planes
from Airbus. During 2007-08, Air India and Indian
would receive 17 and 10 aircraft, respectively.

This fast pace of growth in air traffic has also resulted
in a strain on the aviation infrastructure, leading to air
traffic congestion and delays at majority of the
airports.The number of scheduled operators has
increased from just 4 in 2003 to over 14 at present.

Jet Airways, the leading private domestic carrier, has
recently started international flights to Kuala Lumpur,
Singapore, London and Colombo. Kingfisher, another
full-service carrier is also hopeful of getting approval
from the MoCA to operate international flights soon.
Both the airlines are aggressively bulking capacity.

Massive Addition to Fleets
India’s current fleet consists of over 290 aircraft
(including recent deliveries) and is growing rapidly,
as large outstanding orders by all carriers have begun

Several Low Cost Carriers (LCC) such as IndiGo,
Go Air and Spice Jet which have entered the market
recently are in the investment phase and adding large
numbers to their fleets.

All-India Airport Performance
Domestic Traffic
Aircraft Aircraft Passengers Passengers Aircraft
(’000)
(% chg)
(’000) (% chg) (’00000)
Jan 2006
Feb 2006
Mar 2006
Apr 2006
May 2006
Jun 2006
Jul 2006
Aug 2006
Sep 2006
Oct 2006
Nov 2006
Dec 2006
Jan 2007

International Traffic
Aircraft Passengers Passengers Aircraft
(% chg)
(’00000)
(% chg)
(’000)

Total Traffic
Aircraft Passengers Passengers
(% chg)
(’00000)
(% chg)

60.2
58.7

25.2
34.7

49.6
48.5

34.7
45.8

18.1
16.1

12.9
10.4

22.6
19.6

16.5
15.9

78.3
74.7

22.2
28.6

72.2
68.2

28.4
35.7

65.3
63.1
65.0

35.2
33.4
32.4

51.6
54.0
58.5

51.4
58.6
46.5

17.5
17.0
17.2

14.9
20.5
18.7

20.2
19.2
19.9

14.4
19.6
15.7

82.9
80.1
82.2

30.3
30.4
29.3

71.8
73.2
78.5

38.8
46.1
37.2

63.0
66.0
66.5

30.8
37.4
30.7

53.5
51.0
51.7

40.1
40.4
38.6

16.9
17.5
17.4

15.8
17.6
13.7

19.9
20.2
20.4

13.7
14.5
16.2

79.9
83.4
83.9

27.3
32.7
26.8

73.4
71.2
72.2

31.8
31.9
31.4

68.2
73.7
76.4

36.3
36.2
36.5

52.8
57.2
59.0

44.2
34.6
30.6

17.1
17.5
18.1

13.6
10.5
9.3

19.2
19.5
21.3

15.2
12.7
13.3

85.3
91.2
94.5

31.1
30.4
30.3

72.0
76.6
80.3

35.1
28.3
25.5

79.4
80.0

33.3
33.0

69.4
68.2

39.0
37.5

19.6
20.1

6.6
20.1

25.4
26.4

13.3
16.8

99.0
100.1

27.0
27.9

94.8
94.5

31.0
31.0
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Boeing and Airbus recently released significantly
upgraded 20-year aircraft sales forecasts for India,
with 800 to 935 aircraft required over the period.
With over 480 aircraft on order already - awaiting
delivery, the manufacturers may, nonetheless, have
underestimated India’s true growth potential over
the full 20 year period.
The estimate suggests the development of
increased point-to-point services, domestically
and internationally. Airbus estimates India’s
domestic passenger traffic to grow at an AAGR
(Average Annual Growth Rate) of 12.3 per cent
over 2006-2025, while its estimate for domestic
freight traffic growth for the same period is 20.3
per cent.

There is congestion at the key international and
domestic airports in India due to limited terminal and
apron capacity, bunching of flights, delay in passenger
clearances etc.
The increase in passenger traffic calls for upgraded
infrastructure facilities.The international airports
in Delhi and Mumbai are being modernised and
upgraded through private sector participation.
In May 2006, the airports at Delhi and Mumbai
were handed over to Joint Venture companies.
The modalities in respect of the overall development
strategy for Chennai and Kolkata airports are being
worked out.
Airports

Airbus’ 20-year View of the India Market
Aircraft category
Very large aircraft
Twin-aisle
Single-aisle
Total

2006-25
44
179
712
935

% of total
4.7%
19.1%
76.2%
100%

India, in fact, figures in Airbus’ Top-10 countries in
terms of air traffic growth projections. In its 2006-25
forecast, the manufacturer estimates that 935 new
passenger aircraft will be delivered to Indian carriers.
Comparing the two decades, the majority of new
capacity entering the system will be in the first ten
years, highlighting the fast growth phase. Over the
20-year period, Airbus forecasts very large aircraft
to account for 4.7 per cent of total deliveries.

Investment Opportunities
Airport Modernisation
A major share of the passenger traffic in India
is handled by the main airports of Delhi and Mumbai.
At Delhi airport, approximately 327 domestic aircraft
land and take-off everyday.This means that about
10.04 million passengers are ferried by the domestic
airlines alone every year, while the terminal can
handle only 7.15 million.

Chennai

Kolkata

Work
in progress
• Construction of
19 Parking Bays

Work planned
for construction
• Domestic terminal Phase-II,
International Architectural

• Expansion of
International Terminal
• Construction
of warehouse and
• Tenders issued
for integrated cargo
building Phase-II;
costing about
US$ 26.05 million
• Extension of secondary
runway
• Construction of
21 international bays

design competition held.
Consultant finalised.
• Integrated cargo
building Phase-III
and IV, costing
US$ 139.53 million

• International architectural
design competition held
for international
departure building and
terminal design selected.
tentative cost of Phase I
US$ 52.33 million

Extension of domestic
security hold area
with 3 aero bridges
for US$ 23.26 million
• International Architectural
• Development
design competition in respect
of a modern
of domestic terminal building
integrated cargo
complex with state-of-the-art
technology in progress

For any future projects for development of existing
airports, it has been decided that the length of the
runway would be at least 7,500 feet (which is needed
for the A 320 and similar aircraft).
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Secondary Airports

Planned CapEx on 35 Non-metro Airports (US$ million)
Phase

The total number of parking bays available in the
country is around 200 and the actual fleet size is about
290.With the constant entry of new players, this is
turning out to be a severe infrastructural bottleneck.

Phase-I
Phase-II
Phase-III
Total

Terminal Building
Car Park, Cargo
348
288
123
759

Air Side

City side

Total

98
159
68
325

244
70
35
349

690
517
226
1,433

Source: Planning Commission

In India, Low Cost Carriers face the problem
of rights to fly during non-peak hours on the trunk
routes due to unavailability of slots during peak
hours. This results in major revenue loss, as they
cannot benefit from the peak hour traffic.This calls
for the development of secondary airports in key
cities. Airports must be augmented to handle the
increasing number of airlines.
Greenfield Airports
The Bangalore International Airport Ltd. (BIAL)
Master Plan has been developed to fulfil the need
for an operationally efficient and passenger friendly
airport.This new airport will be able to handle up to
11 million passengers and will be ready for operation
by April 2008.
Work on the Hyderabad International Airport Ltd.
(HIAL) is in progress and the airport will be
operational by August 2008. A Special Purpose Vehicle
has been set up for the construction of this airport.
The approx cost of the project is US$ 410 million.

Work is in progress in respect of 19 non-metro
airports for various categories of works such as:
Category of Work
New Terminal Building

Expansion of Terminal Building
Parking Stands & Taxiways

Expansion of Apron/Runway

Airports
Agatti, Ahmedabad, Aurangabad,
Jaipur, Mangalore, Raipur,
Trivandrum, Udaipur and
Visakhapatnam
Amritsar, Nagpur
Agartala, Bhubaneswar,
Coimbatore, Guwahati, Jaipur,
Khajuraho, Madurai, Mangalore,
Trichy, Udaipur,Visakhapatnam
Bhubaneswar, Dehradun,
Madurai, Raipur,Trichy,
Visakhapatnam

Development of airports in the North East Region
would be taken up by AAI on a priority basis and
wherever the State Governments have expressed
interest in development of greenfield airports, they
would be allowed to take the initiative. Proposals for
development of some greenfield airports have been
received from State Governments and the same are
at various stages of examination.

Development of 35 Non-metro Airports
The Prime Minister’s Committee on Infrastructure
has given its in-principle approval for modernisation
of 35 non-metro airports.The Ministry of Civil
Aviation has set 2008-09 as the target of for
completion of these projects.The project model
would be such that all aeronautical activities at
these airports would be handled by the AAI,
while a public private partnership (PPP) model
would be followed for the development
of non-aeronautical activities at the city side
of these airports.

Airports
Pakyong Airport, Gangtok, Sikkim

Cheithu Airport, Kohima, Nagaland

Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh

Stage
Detailed Project Report has
been prepared and forwarded
to the Planning Commission for
further deliberations. Estimated
cost is US$ 79.07 million.
(including cost of land).
Consultant has been appointed
for Techno-Economic Feasibility
Study. Survey is in progress.
Banderdeva site seems to be
technically feasible. Consultant
is being appointed for Techno
Economic Feasibility Study
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Human Resource Development
Rapid growth in the industry has led to a severe
shortage of trained manpower, especially pilots.
In one year, the number of people seeking pilot licences
has multiplied three times - from 300 in April 2005,
to 1045 in April 2006.The long training period of about
3 years for acquiring a commercial pilot licence is
adding to the problem.
Staff shortage has resulted in high cost pressures for
the airline industry. China and India, together, account
for 48 per cent of the pilot requirement in the Asia
Pacific/Middle East.
Improvement in Passenger Amenities
and Cargo Facilities
At many airports, passenger amenities are being
upgraded for which steps are under way or have not
yet been initiated due to resource constraints.
Some airports are also deficient in ground handling
facilities, night landing systems, cargo handling etc.
It is expected that adequate capacity will be deployed
by the operators to meet the growth in cargo traffic
requirements in the years to come. Capacity

induction in this sector is expected to be determined
by market forces.The only aspect that needs to be
planned and developed is the infrastructure at the
airports to handle various types of cargo traffic
efficiently and in a speedy manner.
Financing Aviation Infrastructure
The current pattern of financing is predominantly based
on internally generated resources of the AAI. Funding
through external assistance, external commercial
borrowings, loans and equity has been negligible.
With the increase in traffic for both passenger and
cargo aviation services in India, the Government has
put in place a programme for directing investments
in the airport infrastructure – through both internal
resource mobilisation, as well as through private
sector participation in modernising specific airports.
A financing plan for airport infrastructure has been
developed, which envisages a total investment of
US$ 9300 million in the sector by 2012. In addition
to upgrading and modernising Delhi and Mumbai
airports and setting up greenfield airports at
Bangalore and Hyderabad through private developers,
other greenfield airports have also been identified for
development by private entities. A plan for the

Demand for airline employees in Asia and the Middle East based on aircraft orders, Nov-06
14,000
12,000
10,000

18.8%

32.0%

8,000

12.7%

6,000

12.8%

16.6%
7.2%

4,000
2,000
00
India

n Pilots

China

n Cabin crew

Other North Asia

n Ground handling

Southeast Asia

n Maintenance

Middle East

n Sales

Australasia

n Managerial

Assumes 30% of aircraft orders are for replacement to existing fleet; normal industry multiples for different employee areas based on ICAO.
Source: Centre for Asia Pacific Aviation
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development of 35 non-metro airports by AAI
has been approved.

use of state resources.The Government is
considering setting up the Essential Air Service Fund
on the lines of the successful the Central Road Fund.

Financing Aviation Infrastructure
Particulars

Airport

Indicative
Cost
(US$ million)
Restructuring/Modernisation Delhi & Mumbai
3488.37
for world class airports
Chennai & Kolkata 1162.79
Green Field Airports
Bangalore,
2325.58
Hyderabad,
Pakyong,-Sikkim,
Cheithu-Nagaland,
Itanagar, Goa, Pune,
Nagpur (Hub),
Navi Mumbai,
Halwara-Punjab
Upgradation
35 selected airports 1627.91
Modernisation/Improvement Other than above
airports
Total investment by 2010

697.67
9302.33

Budgetary grants are limited to certain airports
in remote and inaccessible areas. Considering
the high amount of investments required for
modernisation and upgradation of existing airports
and constructing new airports, there is a clear
mandate for privatisation of projects and optimising

Eleventh Five Year Plan Period (2008-12)
The following initiatives are envisaged for
implementation under the 11th Five Year Plan:
• All remaining operational domestic airports to be
upgraded for operation of A-319 / A-321 type of
aircraft in all weather conditions
• All the remaining international airports will be
upgraded for operation of B-747-400 / B-777-300
ER type of aircraft
• All operational airports will be provided with night
landing facility.
• Provision for handling new large aircraft such as
A-380 will be made at major airports.

Aviation Policy: Driven towards
Public Private Participation
In India, the Ministry of Civil Aviation (MoCA) is the
apex body that formulates national policies and
programmes for the development and regulation of
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the sector in India.The Bureau of Civil Aviation
Security (BCAS) and Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) look after the enforcement of these
regulations.The Airports Authority of India is
responsible for the operational aspects.
The MoCA has been taking steps towards making
the aviation sector more competitive and open to
participation from the private sector.The Indian
aviation sector, marked by a high degree of
government control prior to 1990, took a step closer
to liberalisation with the introduction of the Open
Skies Policy.The Air Corporation Act, enacted in 1953
to nationalise the airline industry, was repealed in
1994 permitting private carriers to operate as
scheduled carriers.
Though there is an overall cap of 49 per cent
on FDI in aviation, 100 per cent FDI is permitted
under the automatic route for greenfield projects.
As per the policy on development of greenfield
airports, a State Government as a primary promoter
may consider joint ventures with private investors
through PPPs and may choose private sector partners
through a transparent competitive bidding process.
The Aircraft Rules 1937, permit airports other than
government airports to be owned by citizens of India
or companies or corporations registered and having
their principal place of business in India.Thus, the
legislative framework for privatisation of airports
already exists. In fact, some airports are already
owned by State Governments, private companies
and even individuals.
In a joint venture (JV), the Airports Authority of India
(AAI) and other government PSUs will hold 26 per
cent equity.The balance 74 per cent will be held by
the strategic partner. Foreign direct investment (FDI)
in this case has been capped at 49 per cent.
The Airports Regulatory Bill, recently approved
by Parliament, is expected to provide an ironclad

framework for the airport development regulatory
environment.
While a new civil aviation policy will be announced
soon, the following steps are being taken under the
policy framework:
• A Model Concession Agreement is being developed
for standardising and simplifying the PPP
transactions for airports
• An Airport Restructuring Committee in the MoCA
will identify existing airports, where private sector
involvement is desired for development and
upgradation of infrastructure
• The AAI will create separate profit centres for all
individual airports and hive them off as subsidiary
companies on a case-to-case basis, for the purpose
of entering into commercial arrangements or joint
ventures with private parties.
• Where airport operators desire private
participation in their existing airports, all patterns
of ownership and management would be open to
them.These could be on Build-Own-Transfer
(BOT), Build-Own-Lease-Transfer (BOLT), BuildOwn-Operate (BOO), Lease-Develop-Operate
(LDO), Joint Venture, Management Contract or
Wrap-around Addition. No government approval
would, however, be required.
Public Private Partnerships
All the projects underway for airport modernisation
(Mumbai and Delhi) and greenfield development
(Hyderabad and Bangalore) are being implemented
on a PPP model.
Airports
Delhi

Mumbai

Private Partner
74% Pvt. Consortium
GMR Group, Fraport
AG, MAPL, IDF
74% Pvt. Consortium
GVK, ACSA,BSD

Government
26% AAI

26% AAI
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Funding of Delhi and Mumbai Airports (US$ million)
S.No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Source
Equity contribution by AAI
Private Equity
International Resources of JV Co
Borrowings of JV Co
Total

Funding
70
279
534
1767
2650

Source: Planning Commission

In case of Mumbai and Delhi, the respective State
Governments have formulated a State Government
Support Agreement to provide support to the
projects in matters relating to removal of
encroachments or procurement of additional land
for development of the airport, removal of
obstructions outside the airport boundary
to ensure safe and efficient air traffic movement,
improve surface access to the airport and provide
utilities like water, power etc.
Development of greenfield airports at Hyderabad
(Shamsabad) and Bangalore (Devanhalli) have been
awarded through PPP. Work is already in progress
and likely to be completed by April 2008.

Funding Plan for Bangalore and Hyderabad Airports

AAI Share
State Support
Equity of Private
promoters
Loans from
Lenders
Total

Hyderabad
Capital
%
of total
11.40
3%
98.14
24%
76.74
19%

Bangalore
Capital
%
of total
10.00
3%
81.40
25%
66.05
20%

223.49

54%

170.93

409.77

100%

328.38

Source: Planning Commission

52%
100%
US$ million

A consortium led by Siemens, Germany, with Unique
Zurich, Switzerland and Larsen & Toubro India Ltd. as
the other members, has been chosen as the strategic
Joint Venture Partner for the Bangalore Airport.
The State Government of Karnataka is extending
US$ 80 millionas State support and is providing
approximately 4000 acres of land on concessional
rent. AAI’s investment in the equity is capped at
US$ 11.6 million, while the approximate cost of
the project is US$ 320 million.
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The international airport at Hyderabad is
a publicprivate Joint Venture between GMR Group,
Malaysia Airports Holdings Berhad and State
Government of Andhra Pradesh and Airports
Authority of India (AAI). GMR Group holds
63 per cent of the equity, MAHB 11per cent,
while the Government of Andhra Pradesh and
Airports Authority of India each hold 13 per cent.
Fiscal Incentives
Currently, the following incentives are available
for investment in airport infrastructure:
• 100 per cent deduction in profits for purposes of
Income Tax for the first five years.
• 30 per cent deduction in profits for the same
purpose for the next five years.
• Full deduction to run for continuous ten out of
twenty fiscal years of the assessee’s choice.
• 40 per cent of the profit from infrastructure is also
deductible for financial institutions providing long
term finance for infrastructure projects.
Budget 2007-08
There has been a huge jump in the Plan Outlay for
civil aviation to US$ 2870 million for 2007–08 as
compared to the revised estimate of US$ 54 million
during the previous year.
The hefty rise in plan outlay was entirely on account
of internal and extra budgetary resources, mainly for
purchasing aircraft besides infrastructure development.
As per one of the proposals, a 3 per cent import duty
has been imposed on aircraft or helicopter for private
use, making it dearer to import the same for private
purposes.
Similarly for import of aircraft parts, customs duty
of 3 per cent, CVD of 16 per cent and 4 per cent
additional customs duty has been imposed. However,
imports by the Government and scheduled airlines
would be exempt.
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ROAD INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads & Highways - on the Fast Track
Of the various modes of transport that connect the
cities and villages of India, road transport is a crucial
link. It provides the last-mile connection for other
modes of transport such as air and rail, and handles
more than 70 per cent of the freight and more than
85 per cent of the passenger traffic in the country.
India has one of the largest road networks in the
world, aggregating 3.34 million kilometres, comprising:

National Highways
Expressways
State Highways
Major District Roads
Rural Roads

Length (km)
66590
200
1,31,899
4,67,763
26,50,000

National highways constitute only 2 per cent of the
total road network length, but carry 40 per cent of
the traffic on Indian roads. Number of vehicles has
been growing at an average pace of 10.16 per cent
per annum over the last five years, creating the need
for more and better road networks.

Four or more lanes
Double Lane
Single lane and intermediate

% of total length
12
56
32

NHAI - Miles to Go
The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI),
constituted by an Act of Parliament, the National
Highways Authority of India Act, 1988, is responsible
for the development, maintenance and management of
national highways entrusted to it and for matters
connected or incidental thereto.The Authority was
operationalised in February 1995 with the appointment
of a full-time Chairman and other Members.

NHAI’s primary mandate is time and cost-bound
implementation of National Highways Development
Project (NHDP) through a host of funding options
including those from external multilateral agencies like
the World Bank,Asian Development Bank, JBIC etc.
Among NHAI’s other responsibilities are:
• About 1,000 km of Highways connecting major
ports, particularly National Highways 8A, 24, 6, 45
and 27 at an estimated cost of US$ 910 million
(at 1999 prices)
• Involving the private sector in financing the
construction, maintenance and operation of
national highways and wayside amenities
• Improvement, maintenance and augmentation
of the existing national highways network.
• Implementation of road safety measures and
environmental management.
• Introducing information technology in construction,
maintenance and operation of NHAI.
NHAI’s work mainly comprises strengthening and
four laning of 13,146 Km of high-density corridors.
National Highways Development Project
(NHDP)
As national highways comprise about 2 per cent of the
total road length in the country and yet carry over 40
per cent of total traffic, the first and the foremost task
mandated to the NHAI is the implementation of
NHDP, comprising the Golden Quadrilateral (GQ)
and the North-South & East-West Corridors.
Golden Quadrilateral - The 5,486 km project
connecting Delhi-Kolkata-Chennai-Mumbai, is India's
largest highway project ever and constitutes a major
part of the NHDP. Nearly 93 per cent work on the
GQ had been completed by November 2006.
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North- South and East- West Corridor - This
is a 7,300 km project - connecting Kashmir to
Kanyakumari (4000 km) and Silchar to Porbandar
(3300 km).The corridor is under implementation,
with about 12 per cent of the project complete and
contracts for 18 per cent of the project yet to be
awarded. Orders for the balance are likely to be
awarded over the next one year.
Currently, the National Highways Development Project
is being implemented in four phases I, II, IIIA & V.

NHDP Phase I: (As on Sep 30, 2006)
Length in km
Total
Completed
Golden Quadrilateral
(Delhi-MumbaiChennai-Kolkata)
NS & EW Corridors
North South :
Srinagar to
Kanniakumari
East West : Silchar
to Porbandar
Port Connectivity &
other NHs
Total

Balance for
Completion
415

5846

5431
(93%)

981

840
(86%)

141

671

398
(59%)
6669 *
(89%)

273

7498

829

* Presently 4006 km of Highways are under Tolling.
Average collection per km per annum is US$ .08 million

NHDP (Phase I & II) was launched in 1999 covering
a length of nearly 14,000 km at an estimated cost of
US$ 12.3 billion (at 1999 prices)
NHDP Phase II: (As on Sep 30, 2006)

NS & EW Corridors
(North South :
Srinagar to
Kanyakumari
East West : Silchar
to Porbandar)
other NHs

Phases I, II & IIIA envisage improving more than
25,785 km of arterial routes of the National Highway
Network to international standards.
In addition to the above, six laning of 148 km has
been awarded, and six laning is proposed under
NHDP Phase V.
The project-wise details of NHDP Phase I, II, IIIA & V
are as follows:

Total

Total

Length in km
(No. of Projects)
Balance for
Civil works

6219
(151)

Awarded
4913
(127)

Award
1306
(24)

466
(10)

20
(1)

5379
(137)

1326
(25)

486
(11)
6705
(162)

NHDP (Phase III) was launched in 2005 for
upgradation and four laning of 10,000 km of selected
high-density corridors of national highways at an
estimated cost of US$ 12.5 billion (at 2005 prices).
NHDP Phase I & II are likely to be completed by
December 2008 while NHDP Phase IIIA is scheduled
for completion by December 2009.
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Investment Opportunities

Projects in the offing in NHDP V, DBFO

Over the next 10 years, an investment of
approximately US$ 50 billion is planned, offering
enormous opportunities.With a large number of new
projects on offer under Public Private Partnership
in the road sector, there exist immense investment
opportunities for investors, companies with diverse
business lines wanting to diversify into roads,
engineering companies, civil work contractors,
professionals, construction equipment manufacturers,
consultants, O&M contractors, toll operators,
Intelligent Transport System (ITS) companies, from
all over the world.

Stretch

Length
(km)

Surat-Dahisar
Gurgaon–
Kotputli – Jaipur
Chandikhol–
Jagatpur– Bhubaneswar
Chennai – Tada
Delhi – Hapur
Panipat– Jalandhar
Delhi – Agra
Chilkaluripet–
Vijayawada– Elluru- Rajamundri

245
230

Cost in
US$ Million
337.66
316.97

70

96.3

50
60
300
180
270

68.9
82.66
413.3
247.98
371.97

By March 2008, about 175 contracts covering
a length of 15803 km and having an estimated
cost of US$ 16.64 billion are targeted for award on
BOT basis under different phases of NHDP as under:
Phases of NHDP
NHDP Phase II
NHDP Phase III

Length
in km
714
7177

Cost in
US $ Million
1012
10173

NHDP Phase IV
NHDP Phase V
Total

5064
2848
15803

1530
3925
16640

Projects on Immediate Offer Under NHDP III
Length

Cost in

Delhi-Rohtak-Hissar
Hazaribag-Ranchi
Khalghat (MP)

(km)
100
75

US$ Million
141.74
106.3

85

120.48

Maharashtra Border
Amritsar-Wagha Border
Duburi-Talchar
Parwanoo-Shimla

35

49.61

98
110

138.9
155.91

Stretch

The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI)
has launched Phase V of the National Highways
Development Project (NHDP). NHAI signed
a Concession Agreement with a consortium of four
firms led by M/s. IDAA Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd., to
widen the 65 km-long Bharuch-Surat section of NH-8
in Gujarat from four-lane to six-lane, on a Build
Operate Transfer (BOT) basis.The project is expected
to be completed in 30 months at a cost of US$ 115
million.The Concession Period including the
construction period for this project is 15 years.
This is the first project to be awarded under NHDP
Phase V. Under this Phase, about 6,500 km of national
highways including the Golden Quadrilateral would be
widened from 4 to 6 lanes at a cost of US$ 9584
million.This would include development of
corridors/sections with high density traffic, which are
important due to tourism or economic reasons.
The Agreement also underlines a new high in Public
Private Partnership (PPP) by setting a new record
in negative grant. M/s. IDAA Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd.,
would be shortly paying NHAI US$ 117 million
upfront, the largest ever negative grant received
so far for any highway project under NHDP.
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NHDP Phase VI : Expressways
1000 km of Expressways at an estimated cost of
US$ 3.62 billion (at 2005 prices), are to be built
on a DBFO basis:

Phase VI : 1,000 km Expressways
on DBFO basis
Phase VII : Ring Roads, Bypasses etc.
on BOT - Toll/Annuity
Total

3.62
3.62
47.81

Financing Mechanism
Stretches

For Construction

Vadodara - Mumbai
Bangalore - Chennai
Delhi - Agra
Delhi - Chandigarh
Delhi - Jaipur
Delhi - Meerut
Kolkata - Dhanbad

Identified

Length
in km
400

Potential routes

600

Special Accelerated Road Development
Programme for North Eastern Region
(SARDP-NE)

NHAI proposes to finance its projects by a host of
financing mechanisms. Some of them are as follows:
Total cost of NHDP has been estimated to be
US$ 13.2 billion with following components
Total Cost
Likely sources

US$ 13.2 Billion
US$ Billion

Cess on Petrol and Diesel

(1999 prices)
4.90

External assistance
Market borrowings
Private Sector Participation

4.90
2.40
1.00

Assured Funding - Central Road Fund
It envisages improvement of road connectivity to
all the state capitals and district headquarters in
the North Eastern region.The proposed programme
includes improvement of 7616 km of roads
comprising 3228 km of national highways and 4388
km of state roads and will be implemented in two
phases.The government has approved Phase A
comprising 1110 km of national highways and 200 km
of state roads / General Staff (GS) roads and
preparation of Detailed Project Report (DPR) for
Phase B comprising 2118 km of national highways and
4188 km of state roads / GS roads.

Financing
NHDP Programmes - Financing Requirements
NHDP PHASES
Phase I : Balance Work
Phase II : Balance Work
Phase III : 4-laning of 10,000 km
on BOT- Toll
Phase IV : 2-laning of 20,000 km
on BOT- Toll/Annuity
Phase V : 6-laning of 6,500 km
on DBFO basis

Estimated Cost
in US$ Billion
1.92
9.48
14.17
6.04
8.96

The Government of India, under the Central Road
Fund Act 2000, created a non-lapsable dedicated fund
for NHDP by levying cess on High-Speed Diesel and
Petrol at the rate of 5 cents per litre, out of which
allocation for 4 cents per litre is as under:
• 50 per cent of the cess collected from Diesel
is for rural roads.
• For the balance 50 per cent cess from Diesel and
the entire cess on Petrol, the allocation of funds for
different categories of roads are as under:
• 57.5 per cent for national highways
• 12.5 per cent for Road Over Bridges / Rail Over
Bridges (to be constructed by Railways)
• 30 per cent for Roads other than national highways
This amount at at 1999 prices came to approximately
US$ 465 million per annum.The developmental work
that it could be tapped to fund, and the agencies to
which it was available were clearly defined as:
• Construction and Maintenance of State Highways
by State Governments.
• Development of Rural Roads by State
Governments
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• Construction of Rail over-bridges
by Indian Railways
• Construction and maintenance of national
highways by NHDP and Ministry of Road
Transport & Highways
The balance cess at the rate of just over 1 cent per
litre (levied in 2005-06) is allocated exclusively for
national highways. From CRF, the NHDP has been
allocated US$ 1490 million in the year 2006-07.
Budgetary Allocations from the Government
of India (Budget 2007-08)
A programme for six-laning the entire Golden
Quadrilateral on a BOT basis has been approved.
This alone would cost over US$ 1484 million of
which 15 per cent would be from budgetary support
For the highway sector, the provision for the National
Highways Development Programme (NHDP) would
be enhanced from US$ 2313 million in 2006-07 to
US$ 2480 million in 2007-08.
Bharat Nirman, the four-year business plan for rural
infrastructure, has been allocated US$ 5722 million,
which is indicative of it being a priority.
The allocation is 31.6 per cent higher than the
US$ 4348 million allocated last year, with a huge
chunk of the increase focusing on rural connectivity.
Bharat Nirman aims to achieve road connectivity
in all villages with a population of less than 1,000
(more than 500 in tribal and hilly areas).
Till December 2006, 12,918 km of rural roads
had been completed. A separate window under
the programme will augment funds for roads
by US$ 930 million a year.
Loan Assistance from International Funding
Agencies - Loan assistance is available from
multilateral development agencies like Asian

Development Bank and World Bank or other
overseas lending agencies like Japanese Bank
of International Co-operation.
Market Borrowings - NHAI proposes to tap
the market by securitising cess receipts. National
Highways Authority of India (NHAI) is looking at
market borrowings of approximately US$ 10 billion
by 2015 for highways development.
Private Sector Participation - Major policy
initiatives have been taken by the Government
to attract foreign as well as domestic private
investments.To promote involvement of the private
sector in construction and maintenance of national
highways, some projects are offered on Build Operate
and Transfer (BOT) basis to private agencies. After the
concession period, which can range up to 30 years,
the road is transferred back to NHAI.
Special Purpose Vehicles - NHAI funds are also
leveraged by setting up of Special Purpose Vehicles
(SPVs).The SPVs can borrow funds and repay through
toll revenues in the future.
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Public Private Partnership

PPP Approaches

Historically, investments in infrastructure, particularly
in highways, have been made by the Government
mainly due to the need for a huge volume of
resources, a long gestation period, uncertain returns
and various associated externalities.The galloping
resource requirements and the concern for
managerial efficiency and consumer responsiveness
have led to active involvement of the private sector.

Common forms of Public Private Partnership
in the road sector are:
• Design-Build-Finance-Operate (DBFO)
• Build-Operate-Transfer (Toll)
• Build-Operate-Transfer (Annuity)

To encourage participation of the private sector, the
Government has laid down comprehensive policy
guidelines for private sector participation in the
highway sector.The Government has also announced
several incentives such as tax exemptions and duty
free import of road building equipment and
machinery to encourage private sector participation.
It has been decided that all the sub-projects in NHDP
Phase III to Phase VII will be taken up on the basis of
Public Private Partnership (PPP) on Build, Operate
and Transfer (BOT) mode or Annuity mode. Private
sector participation envisaged in Phase II of NHDP
has also been increased.

Government Initiatives
For facilitating Public Private Partnership in national
highways, the government has taken following steps:
• Simplified policies with transparent procurement
procedures.
• It will carry out all preparatory work including
land acquisition
• Model Concession Agreement (MCA) standardised.
• Concession period allowed up to 30 years
• Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) allowed
up to 100 per cent in the road sector
• Provision of encumbrance free site for construction
• Arbitration and Conciliation Act 1996 based on
UNICITRAL provisions
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• Viability Gap Funding upto 40 per cent of project
cost based on competitive bidding for each project
• In BOT projects, entrepreneurs are allowed to
collect and retain tolls
PPP - Incentives
• Tax concessions - complete tax holiday for any
10 consecutive years out of 20 years of the
concession period.
• Retention of toll by concessionaire for
BOT (Toll) Projects.
• Longer concession periods - up to 30 years.
Presently, concession period of 12 to 20 years
is available.
• Duty free import of high capacity and modern
road construction equipment.

• Strengthening/widening of another 20,000 km
of national highways to 2-lane with paved shoulders
at a total estimated cost of US$ 6.2 billion.
Construction mostly on BOT Annuity basis
• Construction of about 1000 km of expressways
at a total projected cost of US$ 3.7 billion
on a DBFO basis
• Ring Roads, bypasses, grade separators, flyovers etc.
in several important cities (on BOT basis where
feasible) at an estimated cost of US$ 3.7 billion
Foreign Participation
Most of the proposed highway sector projects would
be contracted through Public Private Partnership
(PPP).With 100 per cent FDI allowed in the road
sector, India is one of the most attractive destinations
for Foreign Direct Investment.

PPP - the Progress So Far
Given the unmatched investment opportunity offered,
contractors and supervision consultants from around
25 countries are already working on NHAI projects
in the country, helping implement one of the world’s
largest highways programmes.

Public Private Partnership is proving to be
a successful mechanism for developing and
maintaining the national highways.

Awarded
Completed
BOT Toll
Awarded
Completed
BOT DBFO
Awarded
Completed
BOT Annuity
Awarded
Completed

No.
of Contracts

Length
(km)

US $ Billion

64
15

3655
896

5
1

42
7

2357
420

3167
488

2
-

148
-

250
-

20
8

1150
476

1673
512

Future Opportunities
for Public Private Partnership
• Widening of about 6,500 km of national highways
to 6 lanes on DBFO basis, costing US$ 9.16 billion
• Upgradation and 4-laning of 10,000 km of national
highways on Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT) basis at
a total estimated cost of US$ 14.5 billion

Construction
No. of
Firms
Foreign Firms
BOT (Toll)
BOT (Annuity)
EPC Contracts

No. of
Projects

Length
(km)

9
4

9
4

509
281

32

58

3070
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PORT INFRASTRUCTURE

Ports - Cruising Ahead

Increased Foreign Trade
Driving Higher Port Traffic

As India’s foreign trade scales new peaks, the ports
sector is cruising ahead and has emerged as the
unsung hero of India’s liberalisation policies.
In 2005-06, India’s 199 ports had a capacity of
660 MT and handled total cargo of 573 MT.
A lion’s share of India’s international trade 95 per cent by volume and 70 per cent by value,
is carried out through maritime transport.
Ports - under Government of India
Major Ports
Berths
Percentge of total traffic
Cargo handled(2005-06)
Non-major Ports - under State Governments
Non Major Ports (61 cargo handling)
Berths
Percentge of total traffic
Cargo handled
Total Cargo handled (2005-06)

12
259
75%
423 MT
187
97
25%
150 MT
573 MT

India’s freight transport system is currently estimated
to carry about 1000 billion tonne-kilometres: modal
share being road 60-65 per cent, rail 30-32 per cent
and coastal shipping 6-7 per cent.With the economy
growing at over 8 per cent, freight transport demand
is likely to grow to 2000 billion tonne-kilometre
over the next 8-10 years.
Indian ports are facing huge bottlenecks and require
massive capacity expansion.The current capacity of
660MT is required to be ramped up to 1,300MT by
2012 to meet the potential demand.
Need for capacity addition
Projected Traffic
Year

Required

2011-12
2013-14
2016-17

capacity
1300MT
1600MT
2000MT

1011MT
1225MT
-

India is steadily increasing its share in the
international market, and the Commerce Ministry
has targeted 1.5 per cent share (by value) of total
international trade by 2009. If Indian ports have to
catch up with the growth in foreign trade, which
clocked 20 per cent-plus annualised growth, India
needs to make massive investments in port
infrastructure.
The growth in major ports’ cargo throughput is
evident from the numbers.The annual aggregate
cargo handling capacity of major ports increased from
397.5 MT per annum (MTPA) in 2004-05 to 456.20
MTPA in 2005-06, with the average turnaround time
hovering around 3.5 days in 2005-06.
According to the Economic Survey of 2006-07,
the total traffic carried by both the major and minor
ports during 2005-06 was estimated at around
573MT.Vishakapatnam is the top traffic handler
in each of the last six years.
Port-wise Traffic April-January 2006-07
’000
tonnes
Visakhapatnam
46,005
Chennai
43,938
Kandla
43,185
Mumbai
42,928
Jawaharlal Nehru 36,558
Haldia
35,071
Paradip
31,646
Mormugao
26,893
New Mangalore
26,609
Tuticorin
14,884
Cochin
12,746
Kolkata
9,777
Ennore
8,698
3,78,938
Total

%

%

change
0.5
12.5

Share
12.1
11.6

14.7
16.5
17.2

11.4
11.3
9.6

0.6
15.7
10.0

9.3
8.4
7.1

-8.1
2.4
12.5
18.1

7.0
3.9
3.4
2.6

11.1
8.9

2.3
100.0
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About 80 per cent of the total volume of ports’
traffic handled was in the form of dry and liquid bulk,
with the residual consisting of general cargo, including
containerised cargo.
There was an impressive growth of 13.6 per cent
per annum in container traffic during the five years
ending in 2005-06.
At least five leading ports - Vishakapatnam, Kolkata,
Mumbai, Chennai and Kandla have now gone past the
50-million-tonne cargo throughput threshold in the
last financial year (April 2006 - March 2007).
Cargo Handled at Major Ports (Million tonnes)

The Government is currently working on a new model
for privatising container terminals at major ports.
Private ports and terminals have sprung up on both
the west and east coast of India; 12 major ports owned by the Government - are stepping up
investments mostly through private participation and
public-private partnerships (PPPs).
Private Investment - Present Status
Already Operational
15 projects
Container terminals
Liquid cargo berths
Dry bulk cargo berths

US$ 1052 million
7
4
4

Under Implementation
4 projects
1 Container terminal
Liquid cargo berth
Dry bulk cargo berths

US$ 562 million
1
1
2

42
40
38
36
34
32

Foreign Investments - Gettting Better

Mar Apr May Jun

Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar

2005-06

2006-07

The Kandla Port Trust surpassed the Shipping
Ministry’s target of 50.6MT for the financial year
2006-07. It has seen a steady increase in the quantum
of container traffic, crude oil and petroleum products,
edible oil and grains handled at the port.
Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNPT), India’s largest container
port, accounting for around 60 per cent of country’s
total container traffic, has managed 3.3 million TEUs
in 2006-07.

Privatisation - Expanding
Port Infrastructure
The Government of India is using privatisation
as a tool to expand the existing port infrastructure.
The privatisation of existing and new berths will be the
driver for investments in ports over the next five years.

Ever since the sector was opened for 100 per cent
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in the early 1990s,
Indian ports have been an attractive investment
avenue for overseas port companies and have
attracted the maximum FDI after telecom.
Major international players in India’s ports sector are:
• Maersk A/S
• Port of Singapore Authority
• Dubai Ports International
• P&O Ports Australia Pty Ltd
(now Dubai Ports World)
• M/s Portia Management Services Ltd. U.K.
• IQ Martrade Management & Holding
GmbH, Germany
Many other international operators are planning to
set up their facilities in India.
Dubai Ports World (DPW), by far the largest private
investor in India’s ports sector, operating 5 container
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terminals including the first private terminal at JNPT,
has committed an additional investment of
US$ 2 billion in its Indian operations.
The Maersk group is ramping up its investments
in Pipavav Port and Gateway Terminal India (GTI),
which operates the third container terminal at JNPT.
So far, it has invested around US$ 500 million in India,
primarily in two port projects - Pipavav and GTI.
In Pipavav, APM Terminals and group companies hold
52 per cent, while financial institutions such as IDBI,
IL&FS, IDFC, AMP and New York Life hold the
remaining 48 per cent.

Policy Framework - Conducive for PPP
• Private sector participation and Joint Ventures
permitted under Major Port Trusts Act
• Comprehensive Guidelines
1996
• Joint Venture Guidelines
1998
• Model Bidding Documents
2000
(including Model Licence Agreement)
• New Model Concession Agreement
with further refinements on the anvil.
• 100 per cent FDI
• Open Competitive Bidding
• Lease Period of BOT up to 30 years
• Independent Tariff Regulatory Authority
• All areas of port operation open for
Private Sector Participation

Investment Opportunities in Indian Ports
14

(US$ billion)

10.5

7

3.5

0
Berth
Channel
Construction Deepening

Equipment Connectivity

Others

Total

Source: Ministry of Shipping

construction of new berths (both bulk and container
ports). Moreover, deepening channels at select ports,
equipment and rail and road connectivity to major
ports will be the other areas of infrastructure
development.
Under the ambitious National Maritime Development
Programme, 276 projects will be implemented at an
investment of US$ 12.7 billion.The majority of the
investments would come from private players.
The Government is anticipating private investment
of US$ 7.9 billion under the NMDP by 2012.
JNPT, Mumbai Port Trust (MbPT), Cochin Port Trust
(CoPT) and other government-owned ports, private
terminals at JNPT, CoPT and Chennai, minor ports at
Mundra, Krishnapatnam, Pipavav and Rewas are lining
up mega capacity addition and dredging projects.

Investment Opportunities
National Maritime Dévelopment Programme (2011-12)

Private investment is in sharp focus with port capacity
expected to double from 660 million tonnes
in 2005-06 to 1,225 million tonnes by 2013-14.
The Government has rechristened the old Sagarmala
Project as National Maritime Development
Programme (NMDP), which will execute the entire
container ports component of the port infrastructure
The investments would go into augmenting existing
port capacities as well as developing greenfield ports.
Almost 60 per cent of the investment will be towards

Nature

Number

Investment

of project
Berth
Construction
Channel
Deepening
Equipment
Connectivity
Others

of projects
76 projects

(US$ million)
7236

25 projects

1400

52 projects
45 projects
78 projects

585
1324
1855
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PPP Projects - Berth Development
Need for capacity addition
Year
2006-07
2007-08
2008-12

Projects
15
10
33

Investment
US$ 1027 million
US$ 2322 million
Projects
Identified

PPP Projects on Offer (2007-08)
S. No. Project
1
Creation of Berthing & Allied Facilities
Tekra (Tuna), Kandla
2
Container Terminal, Ennore
3
LNG Terminal, Ennore
4
Clean Cargo Berths, Paradip
5
Outer Harbour Berths,Tuticorin
6
International Cruise Terminal, Cochin
7
International Bunkering Terminal, Cochin
8
Extension of Container Terminal, JNPT
9
Berths at Vasco Bay, Mormugao

Investment
130
222
600
31
667
12
43
101
27
US$ million

PPP Projects on Offer (2008-12)
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Project

Investment

Fourth Container Terminal, JNPT
Marine Chemical Terminal, JNPT
Western Dock System (6 Berths), Paradip

976
936
96

East Docks (4 Berths),Visakhapatnam
Third Container Terminal,Tuticorin
Additional Port Facilities - Outer

46
33
267

Harbour, New Mangalore
US$ million

Capital Dredging for Major Ports
• Target Draught : 14m to 17m
• Projects in JNPT, Paradip, Mumbai,Tuticorin,
Ennore, and Vishakhapatnam are underway
Port Connectivity
The congestion at India’s ports is due primarily to
the slow evacuation of cargo rather than a lack of
handling capacity, since ports are not adequately
linked to the hinterland.

All port trusts have set up groups with
representatives from National Highway Authority of
India (NHAI), the Railways, and State Governments
to prepare comprehensive plans aimed at improving
road-rail connectivity of ports through an efficient
multimodal system, which uses the most efficient
mode of transport from origin to destination.
ROAD
• Each major port to have minimum 4-lane
road connectivity
• 9 projects under implementation
• 299.42 kms
• Total cost of US$ 430 million
RAIL
• Each major port to have double line
rail connectivity
• 8 projects under implementation
• 961.56 kms
• Total cost of US$ 490 million
• Dedicated High Axle Load Freight Corridor
on Western and Eastern routes
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Non-Major Ports
Projects for greenfield ports, captive facilities,
expansion and upgradation of existing facilities
are on the anvil.
Non-Major Ports - Some Important Projects
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

State
Project
Gujarat
Simar, Mithivirdi,Vansi, Borsi, Maroli and Bedi
Andhra Pradesh Machilipatnam, Nizampatnam and
Bhimunipatnam
Kerala
Vizhinjam and Azhikal
Tamil Nadu
Cuddalore, Colachel and Rameshwaram
Maharashtra
Rewas-Aware, Dighi, Jaigad, Vijaydurg and
Redi
Orissa
Gopalpur, Dhamra and Jatadhari
Karnataka
Karwar,Tadri and Belekeri
Pondicherry
Pondicherry and Karaikal
Andaman and
Feasibility Study for Transshipment Port,
Nicobar Islands Great Nicobar

Plan Outlay Plan Outlay
(US$ million) (% change)
2000-01
313
2001-02
1622
2002-03
166
2003-04
125
108
2004-05
180
2005-06
2006-07 (RE) 175
2007-08 (BE) 335

Budgetary
IEBR
Support (US$ million)
(US$ million)

-3
97
-21
-6
-3
15

65
25
17
20
12
20

248
1596
149
105
95
160

-0.65
21

42
83

133
253

Except for Kolkata and Mormugoa ports, all major
ports received increased outlay for 2007–08.
For JNPT port, the outlay was increased to
US$ 43 million from the revised outlay of
US$ 20 million for 2006-07. JNPT would be
having one more container terminal in addition
to its existing three container terminals, which would
become operational by 2008.This container berth
would help the port shorten its turnaround time,
besides accommodating large-size container vessels.

Other Important Projects
• Indian Maritime University
• Two international size shipyards to be set up
• Investment in Inland Water Transport Infrastructure

Budget 2007-08 (Plan Outlay)
As announced in the Union Budget for 2007–08, plan
outlay for ports was US$ 335 million.This was higher
by US$ 160 million when compared to the revised
allocation of US$ 175 million made during 2006–07.
According to the revised allocation, almost 75 per
cent of the plan outlay would be financed through
internal and extra-budgetary resources of US$ 252
million.The Government has enhanced investments
from its kitty, especially for dredging and overall land
side infrastructure.

Outlay for Ennore port was raised to US$ 14 million
from US$ 2 million during 2006–07 as per the revised
estimates.
The Dredging Corporation of India was
also budgeted to receive US$ 69 million as plan
outlay for 2007-08 as compared to US$ 32 million
for 2006-07.
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RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

Indian Railways, the largest railway system in Asia,
has been the prime mode of transportation in India.
Railways has been an integral part of the Indian
economy and operates more than 11,000 trains
per day, of which around 7,000 are passenger trains.

Year on Year percentage growth

Over the past few years, Indian Railways has
engineered a dramatic turnaround.The graph below
eloquently illustrates this success story - reduction
of expenditure and increased revenues.
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Despite reduction in almost all categories of fares,
Railways have put up a dramatic physical and financial
performance.The focus over the past three years has
not been on yield per passenger but instead on
increasing yield per train km. Railways have improved
productivity by improving wagon turnaround times
and enhancing wagon payloads.

Percentage rate of growth

Indian Railways:
One of the Greatest Turnarounds

10
8
6
4
2
0
Freight

n 1990-91–2003-04

Passenger

n 2004-05–2005-06

Preparing for the Future
2000-01

2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

2004-05

2005-06

Year

Earnings

Expenditure

The dynamic pricing policy for freight traffic
introduced in the year 2006-07 has yielded
encouraging results.The strategy has been the
cornerstone for ensuring optimal capacity utilisation.
At 20 per cent, the Railways’ return on net worth is
now the highest in the organisation’s 155-year history.
Besides, it has generated a cash surplus of US$ 4.7
billion (EBIDTA) and a net surplus of US$ 3.5 billion.
Another yardstick to measure the performance of
railways is its operating ratio that is now 78 per cent,
better than the USA’s only-freight-loading train services.

The Railways is targeting a freight load of 1,100
million tonnes and passenger traffic of 840 million by
2012. It is essential that transport capacity be doubled
to meet these targets.
Over the medium and long term, major priority areas
are throughput enhancement work on the High
Density Networks, modernisation and technological
upgradation of rolling stock and signalling and
telecommunication, wider application of information
technology for operational improvements, revenue
enhancement and better customer service.
Indian Railways has been concentrating on increasing
capacity and thereby investment in the sector.
Currently, there are more than 260 projects
underway costing US$ 12.6 billion.
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The key activities in the abovementioned projects
have been listed below:
•
•
•
•
•

Approximately 8000 kms of new lines
7900 kms gauge conversion
3300 kms of doubling
2200 kms of electrification and
245 kms of suburban projects

Wagon sidings (equivalent of passenger platforms)
across India are usually 1/4th the length of the train.
It was not possible to load or unload all wagons
(58 per train) simultaneously.This meant that the
time required to load or unload was at least
4 times of what was necessary. Indian Railways has
undertaken extension of all such sidings to 650 mtrs
(length of the train with 58 wagons) to ensure that
loading or unloading happens concurrently.

The Eastern Freight Corridor, which will run between
Ludhiana and Kolkata, will be completed in five years
at an investment of US$ 2.7 billion. It will be a fully
electrified route and will also have a link line between
Dadri and Karcha.
The Western Freight Corridor, running between Delhi
and Mumbai, will be completed in five years at an
estimated cost of US$ 3.9 billion.
Both corridors will be funded through internal
resources and market support.
Construction of the Eastern and Western Dedicated
Freight Corridors will start in the 2007-08 and will be
completed in the 11th Five Year Plan. Indian Railways
will have 100 per cent ownership in both the
corridors. Later, the ownership could be given
to public sector companies.

Investment Opportunities
The Ministry of Railways has a grand vision for the
rail system in India. It has drafted a Vision 2015 clearly
listing its goals for the next few years. It plans
extensive capacity expansion and improvement,
thereby driving investment in railway infrastructure.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Doubling and port connectivity - 6000 Kms.
Gauge conversion - 12000 Kms.
Dedicated Freight Corridors - 11500 Kms.
Upgradation of feeder routes of DFC - 15000 Kms.
Asset renewal/upgradation - All HDN routes
Modernisation of passenger and freight terminals
Augmentation of manufacturing capacity
of rolling stock.
• Approximate investment - US$ 8.2 billion
(provisional) including work in progress
Dedicated Freight Corridor (DFC)
The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA)
recently approved the Eastern and Western Freight
Corridor proposals of the Railway Ministry.

It is estimated that Indian Railways will need at least
500-600 electronic freight locomotives, besides the
same number of diesel locomotives for dedicated
freight corridors in the first phase.The investment
required for manufacturing electronic freight
locomotives is around US$ 2.3 billion.
Coaches and Locomotives
The Railways has a demand for 4,500 coaches per year,
whereas the present production capacity in the country
is about 2,500. Similarly, the annual locomotive
production capacity is 300 against an expected annual
demand of 750 locomotives.As for wheels, the annual
production capacity is about 200,000 compared to
a demand of 240,000 wagon wheels.
Railways has a plan to set up a coach factory in Rae
Bareli (UP) and a diesel loco factory in Saran (Bihar)
with an investment of US$ 232 million in each unit.
It is also setting up a wheel manufacturing plant in
Chhapra, Bihar.
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Indian Railways may soon float a special purpose
vehicle (SPV), which would form joint ventures
with private firms like Bombardier, GE, Alstom and
Siemens, for manufacturing rolling stock, locomotives
and coaches.The SPV set up for rolling stock will
maintain a check on various joint ventures being
entered into by the Railways. It will have at least
26 per cent stake in the various JVs. It plans to set
up the proposed coach, loco and wheel factories
by inviting joint venture partners through a global
competitive bidding. Bombardier,Alstom,Toshiba and
Siemens have shown interest in tying up with the
Railways for manufacturing electric locomotives
while GE is keen on diesel locomotives. Similarly,
coach manufacturing has also caught the attention
of Alstom, Rotem and Bombardier.
Container Trains
Indian Railways recently opened its first window of
privatisation by allowing private operators to run
container trains.The model concession agreement
for the same was signed between the railways and

14 private container train operators.The signing of
a concession agreement is an important milestone
in the implementation of public private partnership
(PPP) projects in railways.
The 14 operators include Reliance Infrastructure
Engineering, Adani Logistics, Boxtrans Logistics
Container Rail Road Services, Gateway Distriparks,
IL&FS and Pipavav Rail Corporation (PRC).The
private operators will invest US$ 93 million for
manufacturing 2,000 wagons for goods transportation.
Budget Hotels
Indian Railways plans to build over 100 budget hotels
on its vacant land near railway stations across the
country. It wants to cater to people who travel by
trains extensively and provide them facilities for a
comfortable stay.This is keeping in view the fact that
the railway traffic is growing over 17 to 18 per cent.
Construction of budget hotels on Railways’ land
would be undertaken by IRCTC under the PublicPrivate Partnership scheme.
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Gauge Conversion
Gauge conversion will facilitate the integration of
the remote and far-flung areas of the country with
the national mainstream. Integration with the unigauge
network and consequent increase in traffic and
reduction in unit cost of these lines will reduce losses
being incurred on these lines.The Railways plans to
convert majority of the metre gauge lines to broad
gauge during the 11th Five Year Plan. Priority will be
given to execution of projects which will serve as
alternate routes on the network; significant among
these are:
• Udaipur-Ahmedabad,
• Lucknow-Sitapur-Pilibhit
• Shahjehanpur
• Dhasa-Jetalsar
• Jaipur-Sikar-Churu-Jhunjhunu
• Ratlam-Khandwa-Akola
• Chhindwara-Nainpur and
• Ahmedabad-Botad
Projects where the State Governments contribute
50 per cent of the total cost would also be given
priority in sanction and implementation.
Suburban Services
Suburban services are the lifeline of the nation’s
commercial capital, Mumbai.To reduce the
overcrowding of Mumbai’s trains, enhancement in
capacity of these services will be undertaken during
the 11th Five Year Plan. During this plan period
MUTP-Phase I will be completed.The work on Ph II
costing US$ 1.2 billion is also proposed to be started.
Financing of the MUTP Phase II project will be done
with the participation of Railways, State Governments
and multi-lateral funding institutions.
Once the suburban services and long distance trains
are completely segregated, Railways’ capacity will be
enhanced by 56 per cent. Ongoing works on suburban
services in Kolkata and Chennai will also be completed
on priority basis. Further, during the 11th Five Year Plan

efforts will be made to introduce air-conditioned class
services in suburban trains in Mumbai, Chennai and
Kolkata and escalators at major stations.
Use of IT in Railway Services
Investment in IT projects will be increased to harness
the possibilities offered by the application of IT in
Indian Railways. IT applications will be deployed to
increase passenger and freight earnings, improve the
image of the Railways, reduce operating costs, ensure
effective utilisation of human and physical resources
and help the top management in arriving at long-term
policy decisions by developing MIS.
ERP packages will be implemented in workshops,
production units and selected zonal railways.
A common website integrating more than
50 different Railway websites will be developed
with facilities like e-payment and e-tendering.
For an integrated approach in IT, CRIS will be
entrusted with co-ordination of all IT applications
and development of a comprehensive vision on IT.
CRIS will be developed as an autonomous and
empowered organisation, drawing officers from
various Railway services.The various IT projects
would be undertaken as public private partnerships.
Railway Electrification
The electrification of the rail network will be
extended over the Golden Quadrilateral and
its diagonals by the end of the 11th Five Year Plan.
Electrification of Thiruvananthapuram-Kanyakumari,
Thrichur-Guruvayur,Tiruchirapalli-Madurai, BarabankiGorakhpur-Barauni-Katihar-Guwahati and JallandharBaramullah sections will be completed during the
11th Five Year Plan. In the first phase, electrification of
Jalandhar -Jammu, Barabanki-Gorakhpur-Barauni and
Tiruchirapalli-Madurai sections are proposed to be
taken up in 2007-08.
Similarly, doubling and electrification of Pune-WadiGuntkal and electrification of Daitari-Banspani,
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Haridaspur-Paradeep new lines will be undertaken
by Indian Railways’ Public Enterprise - RVNL.
Wagon Investment Scheme
Indian Railways has introduced a wagon investment
scheme to encourage public-private partnership in
procurement of wagons. Consumers investing in
railway wagons were assured of a guaranteed number
of rakes based on the number of rakes procured and
turn around of the type of wagons, over and above
the existing supply. Further, discounts on freight rate
were also extended by the railways for a period of
10-15 years.
Initially the scheme did not take off due to consumer
skepticism, however many consumers have started
investing in rakes thereby contributing to the supply
of rolling stock.
Public Private Participation
Investments at a much larger scale will be required,
given the magnitude of financial and managerial
resources for its infrastructure upgradation and
modernisation programme. Railways recognises the
integral role that Public Private Partnerships would
play in achieving the above.
Some of the ongoing projects under the PPP model:
• The wagon investment scheme is an innovative way
of encouraging private investment in rakes which
provides railways with rolling stock with minimum
capital expenditure
• Handling of the catering, luggage, and parcel
services by private sector parties has significantly
reduced the Railways’ losses in this area while
increasing operating efficiency and quality
of service.
The significance of the role of PPP has become more
pronounced with the constitution a PPP Cell which
will develop the policy framework to provide a nondiscriminatory level playing field to investors, prepare

the bankable documents and set up procedures for
awarding partnerships through open tendering
system. In addition, an advisor group has been set up
to formulate the PPP roadmap in the 11th plan.
Several new projects are likely to be offered to
private investors in the near future.The major
projects where private participation is likely are:
• Proposed dedicated freight corridor along the
Delhi - Mumbai and Delhi - Howrah Corridors
entailing an investment of US$ 5.2 billion.
• Other port connectivity projects from ports such
as Gangavaram, Kakinada, and Ennore could also be
implemented using the PPP model.
• World Class Railway Stations, Passenger amenities
and Commercial utilisation of surplus land.
• SPVs for manufacturing locomotives/coaches/other
railway equipment
• Hospitality,Tourism and Catering
• Operation of Container Trains
• Other opportunities for PPP
Railways Investment Policy
During the 11th Five Year Plan, the investment,
compared to the earlier plans, will increase manifold.
Keeping in view the growing demand for
transportation, a harmonious blend of short term
and long-term policies has been formulated.The
shortterm policy of investing in low-cost, high-return
projects has been successful in eliminating network
bottlenecks and in ensuring effective utilisation of
rolling stock. Alongside, a twin mid-term and long
term investment strategy has been adopted to
enhance productivity through modernisation and
technological upgradation on the one hand and
enhancement of capacity of the network and
rolling stock on the other.
Budget 2007-08
Outlay of Annual Plan for the year 2007-08 is
proposed at US$ 7.2 billion.This is the largest Annual
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Plan for the Railways so far and exceeds the plan
outlay for 2006-07 by 32 per cent. Deployment of
internal resources is projected at US$ 4.03 billion,
61 per cent more than last year.
The key objective of the Annual Plan is to maintain
the growth rate of traffic through early completion
of throughput enhancement works, traffic facilities
and works related to network expansion and
development of high traffic density routes. In order to
remove impediments to better operation and better
turnaround of wagons, upgradation and development
of goods sheds, construction of flyovers/bye pass, IBS
and other traffic facility works have been given
highest priority.
The essential plan heads have been listed below:
Plan heads
New Lines
Gauge Conversion
Electrification
Track Renewal
Bridge Works
Signal And Telecom works

Budgetary Provisions
(US$ million)
374.42
559.07
69.77
781.40
138.84
371.40

Indian Railways has posted a profit of US$ 4.5 billion
as against US$ 3.3 billion last year.With an operating
ratio of 78.7 per cent and a fund balance of US$ 3.6
billion, this year's Railway Budget has been described
as a growth-oriented budget.
Key Budget Highlights
for Railway Infrastructure
• 800 new wagons to be introduced; 20, 000 km
of high-density network to be laid; new trains
for cement transportation
• All Travelling Ticket Examiners (TTEs) to be
provided palm tops
• Rail electrification to be done across the country
right from Kashmir to Kanyakumari.
• Rail locomotive production to be increased

• 32 new trains and 8 new Garib Raths
to be introduced this year
• Suburban train services in Mumbai to be increased
• Mumbai Urban Transport Project to be expedited
to help suburban commuters. US$ 1.13 billion to
be allocated during the next Five-Year Plan
• Feasibility study to be conducted for ultra-high
speed trains with speeds of up to 250-300 kmph
• Number of berths to be increased from 72 to 84
in sleeper coaches
• 2007-08 to be Railways Cleanliness Year
• 300 more stations to be turned into model stations
• 6,000 automatic ticket vending machines to be
installed in major cities
• Railways to set up call centres. Customers can dial
139 at local rates anywhere in India and get routed
to Railway call centres. Passengers can also get
alerts through SMS
• For handicapped persons, specially designed
coaches will be used. For this, 1,250 bogies have
been manufactured so far. All mail and express
trains will have such coaches by next year
• Senior citizens and ladies above 45 years of age
will have greater quota in AC and second-class
sleeper coaches
• Unreserved compartments will increase
from four to six in every train this year
• Efforts to increase container traffic five fold
to 100 million tonnes by 2011-12. Container train
experiment has been successful.
Massive investments planned in container
operations over the next 5 years
• Plan to start three-storey container trains
• High surplus recorded without load
on common man
• Cement and steel traffic up by 20 to 30 per cent
• Freight: Incremental loading of 60 MT this year
• 20 - 30 per cent increase in passenger traffic
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it assume any liability or responsibility for the outcome of decisions
taken as a result of any reliance placed on this publication.
IBEF shall, in no way, be liable for any direct or indirect damages that
may arise due to any act or omission on the part of the user due to any
reliance placed or guidance taken from any portion of this publication.
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The India Brand Equity Foundation is a public-private
partnership between the Ministry of Commerce &
Industry, Government of India and the Confederation
of Indian Industry.The Foundation’s primary objective
is to build positive economic perceptions of India globally.
India Brand Equity Foundation
c/o Confederation of Indian Industry
249-F Sector 18, Udyog Vihar Phase IV
Gurgaon 122015, Haryana, INDIA
Tel +91 124 401 4087, 4060 - 67
Fax +91 124 401 3873
Email j.bhuyan@ciionline.org
Web www.ibef.org
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